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Executive Summary 

 
 
The current climate and societal state of the world is calling upon engineers to step 
forward and pave the path to a new sustainable future.  In order for our generation to 
stand out as a people who persevered through the adversities that a fossil fueled 
industrial revolution as laid upon us, we must rethink the way we approach every issue 
and structural engineering shall be no exception to this rule.  This will never be 
accomplished by merely doing less bad with minor adjustment to the materials we hold 
close within our comfort zones but only by reaching out to try things that haven’t been 
done before.  The author of this thesis is not proposing that the technologies used in this 
redesign will be the saving grace that upholds our reputation for the generation that 
comes but that mindset that leads one to solutions such as these will. 
 
Building Description 
The Centre Court Apartments stand at 67.5’ and contain five levels of student housing 
atop two levels of parking, intermixed with lobby and commercial area on the ground 
floor.  The building is wrapped with load bearing CMU hollow core blocks that also act as 
the lateral resisting system of the building.  The floor slabs are made of 8” pre-cast 
hollow core planks, which bear on the CMU exterior walls and a series of wide flange 
beams.  These then distribute the load to the concrete columns leading to the spread 
footing foundation below. 
 
Redesign 
The environmental and societal impact of the structural and building enclosure materials 
used in the Centre Court Apartments are the main focus of this redesign.  The exterior 
walls were designed with pre-cast, non-load bearing, straw bale wall assemblies, which 
will bear on two-way flat plate slab with a concrete lateral resisting frame system all 
specified with high fly ash content replacing up to 50% of the Portland Cement content.  
An architectural breadth was conducted to compensate for all of the design adjustments 
that the redesign resulted in and compensate for with an improved environmental air 
quality.  
 
Conclusion 
Between the increased square footage, favorable cost comparisons, benefits to local 
commerce, air quality upgrades, education of advancing technologies in an area they 
are not as prevalent, and advanced environmental stewardship all around to say the 
least, the increase in scheduling, inexperienced contractors, and minor parking plan 
issues appear to be a sizable pill to swallow per the research contained in this 
document.  Acting as the guinea pig for any project is a large risk although the benefits 
of being the first in Centre County, Pennsylvania to take the initial step to a greener 
structural community has potential to yield great dividends.
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Building Overview 

 
 
The Centre Court Apartments were built and remain owned by HFL Corporation 
and are located in the borough of State College, Pennsylvania.  It was designed by 
Frederick J. Fernsler, AIA with Jesse Smith, PE as the structural engineer.  L. S. Fiore 
Construction was the general contractor on the project that completed its 16 month 
construction process in August 06’.  The total cost of the project was $13.6 million, which 
includes a large addition to an adjacent building that will not be covered in this report.  
The building stands at 67.5’ and contains five levels of student housing atop two levels 
of parking, intermixed with lobby and commercial area on the ground floor. 
 
Located one block from The Pennsylvania State University Campus and in the prime 
commercial district of the town, (State College Zoning Code C) it is an excellent location 
for student housing amidst bookstores, restaurants, bars, and grocery stores.  Standing 
only 7 stories high the structure still manages to sore as one of the highest buildings in 
its vicinity and probably the most noticeable of all recent structures in down town State 
College.  The rust tinted stucco finish adds a pleasant shading to the otherwise remotely 
brown city line of the surrounding blocks and the small voids cutting cavities in the 
façade separating the apartments creates the illusion of space around an otherwise 
commandingly tall structure nestled with its sister building of equal size to the South. 
 
The rent to reside in the Centre Court Apartments began at $550 per person in 2006, its 
first year in operation. It is currently $620 per person and is set to rise to $670 per 
person by the fall of 2008.  With four occupants per apartment, 10 apartments per floor, 
and 5 floors of student housing that sums to $134,000 per month.  Without factoring in 
the commercial space bellow or the parking revenue this value is proof of the demand 
for student housing in such a prime location of this quaint little town in Central 
Pennsylvania. 
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Existing Structural System 

 
 

Listed below are the prominent structural elements contained in Centre Court 
Apartments: 
 

• 8” CMU exterior above grade and 10” CMU exterior below grade 
o Load bearing units conforming to ASTM C90 
o Net Compressive Stress = 3000 PSI 
o Above grade CMU’s contain Dur-O-Wall every other course 
o Block cells with bars are grouted a minimum 2 courses below plank 

bearing 
 

• 8” pre-cast hollow core planks 
o Conform to latest edition of ACI 318 
o Steel bearing will contain weld plates spaced 4’ O.C. max. 
o F’c=5000 PSI 
 

• Steel beams and columns 
o Typical beam sizes: W12 X 26 and W14 X 43 
o Grade 50 or ASTM A992 
o Fabricated and erected in accordance to the latest edition of AISC 

specifications. 
 

•  Concrete columns, footings, and slabs 
o Mixed and placed in accordance with ACI 318 “Building Code 

Requirements for Concrete” 
o Footings and slabs f’c = 3000 
o Columns f’c =4000 
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Lateral System 
 
The lateral system is comprised of the 8” and 10” CMU walls that wrap the main elevator 
and stairwell cores.  The top two stories of CMU’s are unreinforced.  Further down the 
structure, the blocks are grouted where the #5 bars are present until you reach the 
bottom two floors that are grouted solid.  (see section below) 
 
 

 
 
Figure 01: Existing Wall Section 

 
 
Gravity System 
 
The vertical loads of the building are also carried to the footing by the CMU system, 
wrapping the exterior of the building for much of the structure.  The 8” precast hollow 
core planks distribute the floor loads to the blocks on the exterior of the building and a 
girder to column grid in the interior of the structure.  The typical beam sizes are W12 X 
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26 and W14 X 43, which distribute the load to a series of W14 X 90 columns on the top 5 
stories.  These then connect to 20” X 24” precast concrete columns in the bottom two 
garage floors that then carry the load to the 6’ X 8’ concrete footings below.  (see typical 
structural bay bellow) 
 
The load-bearing CMU exterior walls dominate the structural design.  This structure has 
a number of benefits in the Centre Court Apartments.  The added convenience of 
bearing the pre-cast hollow core slabs.  Pre-cast hollow core concrete slabs make up at 
least 90% of all floor slabs in the building and the concrete to concrete block connection 
cuts down on the number of bearing plates that would be needed if the number of slab to 
steel connections were increased. 
 
Another benefit of this system is the simplification of the beam to column connections 
throughout the building.  Since no moment frames are required, all moment connections 
have been completely elevated from the building.  There are also two non-structural 
benefits to the CMU design: the fire rating requirements for apartment buildings and the 
way it complements the application of the aesthetic stucco applied using Dryvit exterior 
insulation and finishing system. 
 
 
Advantages and disadvantages to this system 
 
Being that the structure is an apartment complex architectural freedom is very important.  
With the precast hollow core slab design that bears a great deal on the exterior walls the 
intrusion of columns is decreased greatly.  The Hollow core slabs also decrease on site 
construction time by a great deal, although a longer lead-time is often a direct cost of this 
trait.  Including the 3-5.5” concrete topping the floor structural system can be 13.5” thick 
at points, which is a moderately thick floor structure for this building.   
 

 
Figure 02: Sample Hollow Core Floor Slab 
 
The Hollow core slabs in conjunction with the CMU wall offer excellent fire protection 
benefits.  This combination also aids well to noise dampening which are both strong 
benefits to an apartment complex.  Studies also show that insurance rates for buildings 
incorporating either of these technologies tend to be less than other structural options. 
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Existing Structural Plan 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 03: Existing Structural Bay 
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 Figure 04: Typical Apartment Structural Plan 
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Codes and References 
 

 
 

• State College, PA Building Code Chapter XIX – Zoning 
o Part D: C-General Commercial District 
o Part H: Off-Street Parking Regulations 

• The International Building Code 2003 (original design) 
• The International Building Code 2006 
• The American Concrete Institute 

o Section 318-05: Structural Concrete 
o Section 530.1: Masonry 

• The American Institute of Steel Construction 
• CRSI 2002: Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute 
• United Steel Deck Design Manual 2002 
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Problem Statement 
 

 
The Main ingredient of concrete is Portland cement.  The process of creating Portland 
Cement is to mix mostly mined limestone and some silica and alumina from clays or 
sands through a heating process of 2700 °F, which creates lime and CO2 that is released 
into the atmosphere. Virgin steel is created generically from mined iron ore, which is 
converted to sinter at about 2400 °F, sinter to iron at 3600 °F, and then Iron and recycled 
steel are converted into usable product at 3100 °F.  Wood is a renewable material that 
takes much less embodied energy to create, although, due to poor foresting practices 
most of the old growth forests in the United states have been removed causing extreme 
damage to species survival, soil nutrients and erosion, and water retention.  Certified 
foresting practices have developed in order to slow down these harms by attempting to 
only harvesting trees that have reached their maximum growing yield.  Although many 
foresters of the old age agree that this still prohibits the natural environment of a properly 
matured forest that we will find in the future affects our society through water retention 
and soil breakdown more than we’ve ever expected.   
 
The problem that will be addressed in the Centre Court Apartments is the environmental 
impact of the materials and systems in the building.  With green building becoming more 
of an easily obtainable goal for owners, builders, and designers alike, it is important to 
not overlook any steps that can be taken to make our buildings more efficient, create 
less waste in construction and destruction, and use materials that have been created in 
the safest and most environmentally friendly way as possible.  Of the 4,859,000 
buildings in the United States, the USGBC has calculated that they account for the 
following as compared to the US as a whole: 
 
 65% of electricity consumption 
 36% of energy use 
 30% of greenhouse gas emissions 
 30% of raw materials use 
 30% of waste output (136 million tons annually) 
 12% of potable water consumption. 

 
 
The marketability of the USGBC’s LEED ranking system is growing stronger everyday 
and is easily visible by last year’s 12,685 and over 42,512 LEED Accredited 
Professionals worldwide.  Such an acknowledgement would place the Centre Court 
Apartments on a higher pedestal than its peers and would set precedence for all future 
downtown apartment buildings for the borough of State College, Pennsylvania.  Public 
relations aside, the USGBC has calculated that LEED-certified projects:  
 
 Lower operating costs and increased asset value 
 Reduce waste sent to landfills 
 Conserve energy and water 
 Are healthier and safer for occupants 
 Reduce harmful greenhouse gas emissions 
 Qualify for tax rebates, zoning allowances, and other incentives in hundreds of cities 
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The alternative construction method presented in this thesis will not attempt to make 
Centre Court Apartments gain a LEED Certification, but will lay out the guidelines to 
become more environmentally friendly through techniques also indorsed by the LEED 
Ranking System.  It is important that the building community keeps in mind that although 
LEED is a wonderful institution for our industry, it is by far the only way, or the best way 
to make a building more environmentally intertwined.  Owners and occupants of 
sustainable buildings understand their role in the everyday living and breathing of the 
structure they inhabit.  By having such constant reminders of the role you have in the 
functions of the building and its impacts on your health can help to make an often times 
neglectful student population more conscious of the how they can help.  Such a building 
could also attract a populous of more aware caring occupants that would prefer to live in 
such an environment. 
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Solution 
 

 
Structural 
From a structural engineering standpoint, materials that are renewable, have low 
embodied energy, and/or are made with recycled content are the most preferred 
sustainable building elements.  Due to the 67.5’ height of the Centre Court Apartments, 
use of load bearing natural structural elements such as straw bale are prohibited by 
code and the bearing ability of the bales, therefore a non-load bearing straw bale wall 
assembly will be used.  Traditionally this post and beam system is done with timber 
framing.  Chapter 5 of the IBC 2006 height restrictions bans the use of timber frame, so 
a redesign of the CMU and hollow core slabs system will be done with a concrete frame 
and shear wall, gravity and lateral resisting system with two way flat plate slabs.  A high 
volume of fly ash or class C pozzolans, which is a waste product from coal burning 
power plants, will be incorporated into the concrete design mix, replacing up to 50% of 
the required Portland cement.  Not only does this create a safe, alternative use of 
contaminates from the power industry, but Portland cement is the most toxic and energy 
intensive ingredient in concrete due to the need of being heated to over 2700 °F as 
stated above. 
 
 
Breadths 
 
Building Enclosure 
 
 
The straw bale walls will be built on end with a width of 12”.  In this orientation, the bales 
have better thermal qualities and their structural value is not compromised because the 
entire load of the building is being carried by the concrete system.  Because concrete 
columns will be used in place of timbers this creates relative stiffness issues with caring 
a uniform stucco covering to protect the bales from moisture damage.  Therefore the 
slab will extend past the frame and bear the panels completely out of the plane of the 
columns. 
 
Straw bale construction on a story level of 67.5’ is not a very convenient task due to the 
unique nature of constructing a straw bale wall.  The walls will be pre-cast either on site 
or offsite locally, and shipped in using methods similar to those of pre-casting straw bale 
companies around the globe.   It also goes without saying that a wall assembly such as 
this is not a common practice by most local contractors or estimators, therefore, a simple 
cost breakdown and comparison of only the structural and enclosure system will be 
conducted against the original.  A Microsoft Project schedule will be drafted to outline the 
feasibility of constructing such a system. 
 
 
Architecture 
These straw bale wall assemblies will take the place of all CMU enclosure walls in the 
building, which will cause a need for alterations to the architectural layout.  Due to the 
stucco finish that already exists on the exterior of the building, very little large aesthetical 
changes will need to be conducted.   
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The addition of a column grid to replace the load bearing CMU system will also create 
numerous architectural changes in particular in the parking garage and dealing with 
parking capacities in the local zoning code.  Parking will also be affected by the building 
being extended to accommodate for the increased wall width of the straw panels.  The 
narrow column spans cascading down the center of the Garages will be taken 
advantage of by incorporating living walls between the columns in order to increase not 
only the aesthetic of the garage but also the indoor environmental air quality for all 
occupants traversing through this space. 
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Depth Study: Incorporation of Concrete Frame 

 
 
The structural depth of this thesis was conducted to reduce the environmental impacts of 
the Centre Court Apartment Structure. Due to IBC 2006 restricting the use of Timber due 
to height restrictions the remaining options where the traditional steel and concrete.  The 
two best environmental adjustments to these materials practically available on the 
market today are the high recyclability of steel and the ability to substitute fly ash 
pozzolans for the Portland Cement used in concrete.  In 2006, 97.5% of all structural 
construction steel was recycled.  Although this number is nearing its maximum, as listed 
in the problem statement above the temperatures of 3100 °F is still required to melt this 
steel down again to produce new useable product.  This is a tremendously high 
temperature that is not an optimal product cycle stage in this age of energy crisis that 
our globe is entering into today.  Fly ash in concrete can replace up to 50% of the 
Portland cement used in the concrete mix.  Being that the Portland cement is by far the 
most energy intensive and toxic ingredient in the concrete mix, the ability to alleviate 
50% of this material adds tremendous energy savings and environmental benefit to the 
life cycle cost of your concrete mix.  Due to these result, a concrete frame was designed 
with approximately 50% fly ash replacement. 
 
Fly Ash Design 
 
Fly Ash is a waste product of the coal burning industry that is collected from the smoke 
stacks or bottom ash from bellow the furnace.  Fly ash is considered toxic waste and its 
disposal is a large environmental concern.  Fly ash is a class C Pozzolan which are 
defined by ASTM standard C618 as a siliceous or siliceous and aluminous material, 
which in itself possesses little or no cementious value but which will, in finely divided 
form and in the presence of moisture, chemically reach with calcium hydroxide at 
ordinary temperatures to form compounds possessing cementing properties.  There are 
4 main types of pozzolans, volcanic material mined from the earth (the same material 
used to build the Pantheon), manufactured such as calcined clay, industrial by-products, 
and others such as rice hulls.  Fly ash is less dense that cement with specific gravities of 
1.9-2.8 compared 3.5 of cement which will minorly decrease the weight of the concrete.  
In concrete the bonding agent is calcium silicate hydrate (CSH), although, usually up to 
half of the cement content of the mix becomes only hydrated lime of calcium hydroxide 
(CH) which normally forms around the aggregate and rebar.  Fly ash acts as extra silica 
in the mix and reacts with water to convert the CH into CSH.  With the fly ashes small 
structure it conveniently fits in the areas around aggregate and rebar making converting 
the weakest and most vulnerable area of the concrete mix the strongest.  
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Figure 05: Microscopic photo of fly ash,     Courtesy of: http://geoinfo.nmt.edu 
 
There are many benefits to using High Content Fly Ash (HCFA) although they come 
along with areas of concern for the rest of the project.  HCFA causes a reduction in the 
water demand of the mixture while increasing the workability and decreasing the amount 
of pocketing.  This is done through the small particles packing the voids, the spherical 
shape of the fly ash causing less friction, and the electrostatic effect on the concrete 
causing less clumping.  Due to this the bleed water is also drastically reduced.  This cuts 
down on the amount of surface cracking resulting from bleed water a great deal, 
although premature drying and finishing are areas that are to be made very special 
attention.  It has been found that wooden bull floats react better than aluminum.  Other 
techniques to avoid premature drying consist of pouring and finishing at night, spraying 
the finished surface with two coats of liquid compound, and placing plastic or burlap 
tarps over the finished slabs.  These and the extended set times of HCFA will have a 
large effect on the structure.  The Normal set time of 28 days is usually increased to 56 
days when using HCFA.  In the Centre Court Apartment Building this will be counteract 
with high early strength admixtures.  HCFA results in a reduced heat of hydration.  This 
prohibits a high temperature graduation from the inner to the outer layers of concrete 
reducing the probability of thermal cracking.  This can be a very large area of focus for 
cold climates therefore it is recommended that the redesign of the Centre Court 
Apartments be build during the summer months.  If the structure was to be built during a 
Pennsylvania winter heaters, insulation or hot mix water should be used.  Some effects 
on the hardened concrete are the reduced permeability brought about by combinations 
of the above pro’s and con’s dealing with water and size of particle.  This results in a 
much greater resistance to rebar corrosion.  The Hardened concrete also reduces 
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shrinkage due to the lack of water as well.  If the concrete is to be exposed to many icing 
salts strong attention should be paid and extensive up to date research should be 
collected.  Early test on the matter came resulted in unfavorable numbers although more 
recent tests show those numbers may have been over conservative.  Because the mix 
stays in the plastic stage for such an extended period of time special attention must be 
paid to using proper water reducing admixtures to keep the water/cement ratios low.  
The extended plastic period also results in the need of the formwork to resist more liquid 
load as well as the ability to leave the mix in the truck longer while pumping to the 67.5’ 
roof of the Centre Court Apartments.  The garage area of the Centre Court Apartments 
will be benefited aesthetically by the High content fly ash with its pleasing light tint as 
compared to normal concrete. 
 

 
Figure 06: Marina City Fly Ash Structure in Chicago, IL     
Courtesy of: http://www.rmajko.com/flyash.html 
 
 
Some sectors of the industry refer to HCFA as “high performance concrete”.  This is 
because often times the mix results in a much higher f’c sometimes as high as double.  
Although there are many environmental factors that play a role in the exact increase of 
the concrete strength, therefore many experts of HCFA hold off from giving strength 
increase assumptions.  It is recommended that as soon as it is known on the project that 
fly ash will be used and exact mix design should be determined and testing should 
begin.  Cylinder break tests are recommended at 3, 7, 28, and 56 days because with 
such an extended set time it can be detrimental to the projects if errors aren’t found until 
the 56th day.  Due to this fact in the structural design that follows there were no 
adjustments to the f’c of 4000 PSI. 
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High content fly ash also has major effects on air entrainment in concrete due to high 
amounts of CO2, known in the field as LOI or Loss On Ignition, which is sometime 
apparent in the mix without much consistency.  Therefore a locally product called 
ProAsh of Separations Technology will be used in the Centre Court apartments.  
According to ASTM Standard 618 no more than 6% LOI is permitted in a concrete mix.  
S.T. conducts a process of electrostatic separation which separates the mineral fly ash 
from the CO2 in order to guarantee a consistent, low LOI percentage.  The remaining 
CO2 is then returned to the power plant to be burned again as fuel also mitigating some 
need for raw fossil fuel extraction.  This is a huge step in insuring quality concrete 
product in HCFA applications. 
 
 

 
 

Loads 
 

 
 
Wind Loads 
 
 
Per the results of Technical Assignment One it was concluded that wind is the controlling 
lateral force of the Centre Court Apartments.  This result backs up previous assumptions 
due to the buildings location in Centre County Pennsylvania and the size of the 
structure.   
 
The lateral drift of the structure due to wind was calculated through the ETABS 
Structural Analysis Model created of the building.  The loads applied to the model were 
calculated through ASCE-7 ’05 Chapter 6 and was treated as a solid rectangular mass, 
neglecting minor indentations and curvatures of the façade.  The Center Court 
Apartments were found to be an Exposure Category B, with an importance factor of 1.0 
and with wind speed V=90mph.  Refer to appendix for full listing of wind calculation 
parameters.  
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Seismic Loads 
 
The seismic design loads were calculated using Section 11 of ASCE 7-05 the equivalent 
lateral force design method.  The original building period was calculated as 0.799s.  See 
appendix for the complete list of deign parameters. 
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ETABS Analysis 

 
 

 
 
Figure 07: ETABS Original Model 
 
 
ETABS version 9.1.1 was used in the modeling on the Centre Court Apartments 
redesigned lateral resisting system.  The lateral loads will be resisted by 8 reinforced 
concrete shear walls, four in the north/south direction and four in the east/west direction.  
The center of mass and center of rigidity as outputted from the model are as follows. 
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Figure 08: ETABS Shear Wall Model 
 
Shear Walls 
 
The loads on the shear walls were obtained through the ETABS program.  All 8 Shear 
walls were found to be 12” thick in order to negate the need of boundary elements where 
columns didn’t exist.    The Columns were removed from the ETABS model in order to 
assess the proper lateral distribution to each individual shear wall.  The maximum loads 
transferred to the shear walls from the lateral pressures and tensional effects in the 
north/south direction came to Vu=264 kips and Mu=6100 ft-kips.  In the north/south 
direction both the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement where calculated to be one 
curtain of #6 bars at 10” O.C. and in the east/west direction one curtain of  #5 bars at 10” 
O.C.  Refer to Appendix B1 for complete shear design calculation.  
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Figure 09: ETABS Shear Wall Plan 
 
 
 
Story Drift 
 
The ETABS story drift output due to wind were well under the Δw = H/400 = 2.02” 
mandated by IBC 2006 due to the increase in thickness brought about by the negation of 
boundary elements.  The drift brought about by earthquake loading was multiplied by the 
Cd factor of 4 from ASCE 7 ’05 due to the ETABS modeling program outputting only a 
linear elastic response of the building.  This was found to also be well within the limits of 
ΔE = 0.015(H)/(4) = 3.03”.   
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The Building periods output by the ETABS model for the primary mode shapes are 
0.192s in the north/south direction and 0.1535s in the east/west direction. 
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Figure 10: ETABS Model Displacement 
 
 
Transfer Beam 
 
The parking garage areas consuming 2/3 of the bottom two floors causes severe 
spacing issues with the conveniently uniform concrete grid of the upper five stories.  As 
detailed in the architectural breadth bellow, 12 transfer beams will be required for 
entrance and exit ways of the parking garage.  The span of the beams is 24’ and will rest 
of 24” X 24” columns.  With a 24’ span the need of transfer beams could have been 
negated through carrying two 24’ long spans through the building the whole way to the 
roof.  Although with the complications of building with fly ash in an area that many 
concrete workers are unfamiliar with the technology the goal was to keep the rest of the 
project as uniform and practical as possible, therefore the transfer beams were chosen 
as the most viable option.  The beams are connected by fixed supports at the columns 
resulting in maximum negative moments of Mu = 823 Ft-Kips and maximum positive 
moments of Mu = 717 Ft-Kips.  Due to the ACI mandate to carry ¼ the positive 
reinforcement to the support for beams with fixed supports the (3) # 8 bars were 
considered as compression reinforcement in an attempt to decrease the size of the 
beam.  According to ACI 10.7.1 the transfer beams are not to be considered deep 
beams due to their small span.  ACI 9.5.2.1 does not require the shorter span length to 
be considered for long term deflections either.  The beam was sized as 30” X 14” and 
complete calculations are included in Appendix B2, including development length in 
support and bar cutoffs through the beam. 
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Slabs and Columns 
 
The Slabs and Columns were designed by PCA Slab and PCA Column with hand 
calculated deign checks included below along with the PCA outputs in Appendix B3, C1, 
& C2.  The generally uniform column grid affords the opportunity to use a typical 7.5” 
slab throughout the entire structure.  Due to the increases corridor live load of 100 psf as 
compared to the rest of the building’s 40 psf in the narrow span hallway down the center 
of the building drop panels are required to resist punching shear problems.  The drop 
panels will be 2’ X 2” X 4” thick which is larger than the minimal PCA Slab design in 
order to use convenient dimensions for construction.  Middle strip and column strip 
positive and negative moment rebar sizes and spacing is included in the appendix 
bellow.  The maximum column moments of Mu = 12 Ft-Kips output by PCA Slab were 
used for the column design.  The columns were designed as 16” X 16” with (4) #8 bars 
everywhere accept the (24) 24” X 24” columns with (14) # 10 bars supporting the 
transfer beams in the high and low level parking stories. 
 
The main adjustment to the slab that came about through the additions of this redesign 
was that the slab was extended 1.5’ past the exterior face of the column to support the 
straw bale panels.  The relative stiffness’s of the straw stucco combination as compared 
to the concrete columns are very different; therefore the slab extension design mitigated 
the need for such connections.  Please refer to the building enclosures portion of this 
report for more details. 
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Breadth Study #1: Straw Bale Building Enclosure 

 
 

Straw bale construction began about 40 years after the invention of the horse powered 
baling machine, which happened about 140 years ago.  It all began in the plains of 
Nebraska where the oldest known standing straw bale structure recently turned 100 in 
2003.  Straw bale had its recent revival in the 1980’s also in the United States 
Northwest.  
 
Straw bale structures are typically of two genres load bearing and non-load bearing.  By 
the philosophy of sustainable natural materials load bearing straw bale is obviously the 
more preferred route when applicable, although due to the height of the Centre Court 
Apartments a non-load bearing strategy will be used which has many benefits of its own.  
The most practical is that by building the structure prior to bale placement you have a 
reliable cover from the environment to keep you bales safe and dry.  The general 
method of building with straw is the stacking of bales similar to masonry without mortar 
between the bales.  The walls are then wrapped with a wire mesh incased in the layers 
of stucco finish.  This being said there are many benefits to building with straw although 
they come with a number of issues that need very special attention paid to them. 
 
There are 3 main types of plasters cement, lime and earth.  Cement plasters have 
known structural properties due to wide spread industry use.  This makes them good for 
code approval.  Although, they have poor vapor permeability and are much more brittle 
than other plasters.  This results in a required meshing; normally steel that is connected 
by bands through the bales.  Lime plasters are good for permeability and in fact act 
better for water leaving the bales than that of which is entering.  Downfalls to lime are its 
extreme time dependence for curing.  Coats should be limited to 3/8” and then allowed 
to cure resulting in more drawn out layers.  Also due to the nature of the material, in a 
sense converting itself back to limestone, full strength can take a much longer time to 
reach compared to the 28 days of cement.  Earth Plasters are by far the most 
“sustainable” but also carry a large amount of other benefits as well.  They are very 
water permeable and expand once they have absorbed their maximum content of water 
resulting in an impermeable layer.  The stiffness of earth plasters compliment the relative 
stiffness of the bales causing a more shared distribution of the load that can take more 
advantage of the flexible nature of the bales during in plane loading.  Erosion of earth 
plaster is a necessary place of concern.  It is recommended that earth plaster walls be 
re-plastered every 2-10 years depending on climate.   
 
The Centre Court Apartments will make use of a lime plaster because the time 
dependant nature of the product will be negated with an efficient assembly line process 
of constructing the precast panels.  Once again the bales will not be intended for load 
bearing purposes so the extended cure times will not be of concern.  The lime is also an 
aseptic which makes it much more resistant to any kind of mold growth and by the 
nature of the material the CO2 that is released during its production is reabsorbed 
through into the material overtime. 
 
Straw is the tubular agricultural waste product that connects the roots to the grain.  This 
tubular structure offers excellent thermal capabilities.  Though tests have resulted in R 
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values ranging from R-17 to R-65 the standard acceptable value is R-30 which is used 
by the California Energy Commission and based off of the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory Tests conducted in 1998 that have become the industry standard resulting in 
an R of 1.45/in.  It has also been concluded that when bales are laid on edge their 
thermal characteristics increase immensely.  This is because while the bales are laid flat 
the tubular nature of that straw is perpendicular to the wall face, in a sense, opening a 
straight passage to the conduction process of the bales.  While the bales are on end the 
tubes run parallel with the face of the wall.  Therefore due to the Centre Court 
Apartments not attempting to bear load with the straw and also dealing with space 
constraints of an already designed building and on edge design will be used. 
 
Straw bale construction normally uses three string bales that have dimensions of 16” tall, 
23” wide, and 46” long, two sting bales are also used from time to time with respective 
dimensions of 15”X18”X36”.  Also due to space constrains the Centre Court apartment 
plans to incorporate 2 sting bales.  This size bale is also the most conveniently obtained 
in the locally surrounding community.  Thermal and structural qualities also rely on a few 
other industry standards such as density.  Most builders and codes assume a dry 
density of 6 pcf to be the optimal measure.   
 
Moisture is normally mandated to be no more than 20% of the total bale weight, although 
moisture concerns bring about a number of other rules of thumb that will be implemented 
in this project.  Although some early codes required waterproof barriers it is now 
recommended that these not be used unless the building is placed in an extremely wet 
environment.  The waterproof membrane often times acts to trap moisture into the 
organic material just as much as it keeps it out.  This is why having your stucco finish 
remain slightly permeable is a very good deign decision.  Roof overhangs and extending 
window sills with drip edges should always be present and should extend far enough 
that most of the rainfall due to drip does not reach the plaster finish.  A roof overhang 
sufficient to deter the majority of windblown rain is not possible in the Centre Court 
Apartments therefore a Drain screen design approach will be used.  This is the process 
of attaching a vapor-permeable layer of building paper to the exterior layer of stucco 
followed by another layer of wire mesh and stucco with a finish layer coat of siloxane.  
Siloxane is a vapor permeable finishing material with high water repellency, weather 
resistance, its UV stable, and it prevents mold.  The ground will also be sloped down 
from the structure to prevent rainwater drip from splashing back on the building.  There 
are currently a number of straw bale houses in Pennsylvania that are able to stand up to 
the wet/cold climate that certain parts of the year bring to this area of the country.  An 
excellent example is the structure below that is located less than 10 miles away from the 
Centre Court Apartments.  The structure is 8 years old and during an interview with one 
of the co-owners of the home James Rosenberger, a professor of statistics at Penn 
State University, he stated there has been no sign of moisture or pest damage involved 
with the bales since its construction.  The house has a 1.5 ft roof overhang and on a non 
technical not the straw that was used to build the house was gathered from the rolling 
grain fields directly behind the home. 
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Figure 11: Central Pennsylvania Straw Bale Home 
Courtesy of: Anthony Dente – Document Author 
 

 
Figure 12: Central Pennsylvania Straw Bale Home and Straw Field 
Courtesy of: Anthony Dente – Document Author 
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Fire resistance is also worthy of mention.  The bale wall acts similar to heavy timber in 
that the exterior of the material chars creating a protective layer for the inner core.  This 
is mostly brought about by the lack of oxygen that exists within the sandwich of the 
plaster skins.  The most referenced test to date is the tests done on July of 2006.  Two 
walls were tested to ASTM Standard E119 at Intertek Laboratories in San Antonio, TX.  
The test resulted in an official 2 hour fire rating.  The straw bale walls will act as all fire 
walls in the apartment structure.  This will be the only interior use of straw bale panels in 
the building.  All other interior walls will be standard Forest Stewardess Council wooden 
stud walls. 
 
It is also very noticeable in a straw bale home that acoustics are of high quality with a 
Sound Transmission Class rating of 55.  This is similar to a stud wall with a double layer 
of 1/2“ insulation on each side of the wall with batt insulation incased within.  At this STC 
loud speech is inaudible and music can faintly be heard.  99% of the population is not 
annoyed.   
 
In the United States there are currently codes in 2 states, 10 counties, and 6 cities.  The 
main tactic for convincing code officials is to demonstrate compliance to already existing 
codes, most often used is the current California codes.  There have also been drafts for 
a straw bale section of the IBC which is included in Appendix D1.  One of the original 
authors of this code, Bruce King, included it in his book “Design of Straw Bale Buildings” 
and intended it to be free of copy right and open to be shared and distributed widely 
among the building community.  This is the main reason for its inclusion in this report 
although keep in mind it is very much a work in progress.  Some of the main 
requirements to name a few are: 
 

• Moisture content < 20% 
• Dry Density = 6 pcf 
• No vapor barrier less than 5 perms 
• Parapets are prohibited 
• 6:1 Height to width ratio 
• Portland Cement wall – 600 plf shear capacity 
• One hour fire resistance rating. 
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Figure 13: Straw Bale Panel Section 
 
Pannel Design 
 
There are a number of companies, individuals, and researchers around the globe 
currently taking part in precast straw bale panel production.  The panels will be 
constructed in the parking garage areas of the bottom two floors being that they are 1’-4” 
taller than the upper floor of which the panels are being constructed for.  The relative 
stiffness of the straw bale and that of the concrete frame are very different resulting in 
many connection difficulties and moisture concerns of poorly adhered stucco barriers.  
Therefore the floor slab will extend 1.5’ beyond the concrete frame to that the moisture 
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barrier of the straw bales are not required to be interrupted by frame member at any 
point of the building. 

 
Figure 14: Straw Bale Panel Detail 
 
The slab to slab thickness of the redesigned top five floors is 8’-8.5”.  (4) 3-string bales 
will be on edge with 6.25” panel supports on the top and bottom of each section.  The 
panels will be incased in dimensional lumber on all four sides and connected to a sill 
plate that is then anchor bolted into the slab.  The design is similar to the image of the 
Modcell product currently based in the United Kingdom. 
 

 
Figure 15: Modcell Precast Panel,        Courtesy of: www.modcell.co.uk 
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Where windows exist, voids spanning the entire height of the panel will be separated by 
dimensional lumber.  The extending window sill will be fastened to this lumber and 
excess straw will be packed into the remaining open spaces.  The lime stucco finish will 
be properly applied to the 16 gauge hexagonal woven wire mesh in varying layers with 3 
coats of stucco of which the final coat will be dyed to match the shade of the stucco 
finish that currently exists on the building in order to create very little aesthetical change 
viewed by the common passerby.  The panels will then be craned to the appropriate 
level in the same fashion at this 5 story building in The Netherlands bellow which was 
built by Rene Dalmeijer and his crew.  This construction process is very similar to that of 
which will be conducted in the centre court apartments although here the lateral loads 
were resisted by a steel braced frame. 
 

 
 
Figure 16: 5 Story Precast Straw Bale Structure in The Netherlands 
Courtesy of: Rene Dalmeijer 
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Breadth Study #2: Architectural and Parking Adjustments 

 
 

The building enclosure and structural framing additions to the building have caused 
many major drafting adjustments, although, as was the goal of the project, the overall 
aesthetic and attitude of the building was left unscathed. 
 
The column grid layout forced large adjustments to the parking orientation of the bottom 
two stories.  Per the zoning code of the Borough of State College the Centre Court 
Apartments originally required 133 spaces and the redesign required 134.  The original 
parking calculations included all lobbies, foyers, common elevators, halls and stairwells 
which dictated by Section 1807c of the State College Zoning Code are permitted to be 
excluded from the area used in calculating the required parking for residential uses in 
the commercial zone.  This requirement is 1 space per 800 square ft..  With this 
available leeway and the assistance of angled parking design aids in the State College 
Zoning Code and the 8th Edition of the Architectural Graphics Standards an angled 
parking layout in both the indoor and exterior parking was constructed.  The final design 
resulted in an increase in building width of 16.2’ not related to that caused by the 
thickness of the straw bales in the upper floors and negated the gain in available parking 
freedom due to an increase in building unit floor area.  Due to these unfavorable results 
four parking spaces required by code were left unaccounted for.  Due to the philosophy 
of sustainability that this report carries throughout, a plea to the local building code 
agency will be made that the slight reduction in parking is a legitimate exception to the 
code because a decrease in available student parking helps to influence students to 
park out of farther out of town.  This would likely result in them not crowding the streets 
and emitting unneeded fossil fuels for simple distances able to be walked.  It also should 
be noted that due to this increase each individual apartment was increased by 460 SF.  
It is also most likely a reasonable assumption that similar overestimation were made on 
the parking requirement of Building B which also equally influence the parking volume 
calculated for The Centre Court Apartments.  This is only able to be assumed due to a 
lack of knowledge of the exact occupancy and floor areas of Building B. 
 

 
 
Figure 17: Burrow of State College Zoning Parking Requirements in CCA 
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The extreme width increase of the building was mostly brought about from the new 
edition of a center two column rows with a connecting span of 6’-8”.  This column 
arrangement found to be the most convenient because it could scale the border of the 
upper story hallway the complete length of the building.  In order to make proper use of 
this seemingly awkward column arrangement living walls will be constructed spanning 
the short width from column to column.  This will not only increasing the aesthetically 
dead atmosphere of the pale, dirt collecting, concrete garage, but will also improve the 
indoor environmental air quality in the portion of the building that is the least healthy for 
human inhabitants.  The plants will be watered by diverting portion of the roof drainage 
water over the living walls in the high level parking garage.  This will be accomplished 
conveniently due to the 5 roof drains following the duck work directly down the center 
hall way until the high level parking garage where they then redirect towards the 
columns.  The unconsumed water will then drain to the low level and eventually be 
collected in drainage bellow the building and combined with the usual drainage of the 
street.  The Centre Court Apartments already makes use of a Storm Water Retention 
System (SWR) designed by Zurn Company from Erie, PA.  The SWR system is a series 
of restricted diameter piping to reduce water flow of storm runoff.  This same technique 
would be used to insure that the living walls would never receive too much water.  The 
walls would consist of coconut lattice containing light weight clay media of which would 
hold the roots of a variety of different sedum plants.  Sedums are thick, hardy, succulent 
plants that can survive extreme temperature variations and drought very well while 
maintaining the ability to absorb very large amounts of water in short periods of time.  
With 24, 6’-8” X 10’ living walls this will result in a significant reduction of storm water 
and will aid as a benefit to the community as a result.  There is relatively no direct 
lighting that will reach the plant media.  This is not a problem because the current 
lighting plan consists of metal halide bulbs which produce a full spectrum white light as a 
member of the HID lighting family.  Many plant growers trust metal halide bulbs for 
growing purposes.  Only minor changes would be required to the lighting plan therefore 
it is only available upon request. 
 
HVAC & Plumbing Adjustments 
 
Straw bale panels do not work well with in-wall air conditioning units and it is also 
recommended not to have baseboard heating, both of which are present in The Centre 
Court Apartments.  This issue will be mitigated through a Duct Free Slit System.  The 
Duct Free Split System will place outdoor condensing units on the roof of the structure 
that will pipe refrigerant to fan coils in each individual unit. This system negates the need 
of additional duct work which is the main issue behind switching to a new HVAC 
supplying system in an already designed building.  The refrigerant used will be chlorine 
free negating its effect of the ozone layer as regulated by the EPA.  Being that this is not 
a large breadth of this redesign the system has not been sized although proper research 
has proven that the system would be a sufficient substitute in the presence of straw bale 
paneling. 
 
The current wet pipe sprinkler system will be replaced with a precaution system.  This 
will give the occupants a chance to react to false alarms prior to water discharge.  This is 
extremely important because as noted many times to this point of the report, any 
moisture in contact with the straw walls can cause many problems and need for 
immediate repairs.  Below are a number of plans of the old and new designs of the 
Centre Court Apartments respectively. 
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 Figure 18: Existing and Redesigned 3rd Floor Plan 
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Figure 19: Existing and Redesigned High Level Parking Plan 
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Figure 20: Existing and Redesigned Low Level Parking Plan 
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Cost and Scheduling Information 

 
 
A cost comparison was conducted to exhibit the differences of the old construction 
methods versus the redesigned Centre Court Apartments.  These numbers are not 
meant to represent the total costs of any system other than those estimated and this 
study was conducted only to compare costs with the knowledge that the values were 
obtained using the same assumptions.  Construction management is not a primary 
breadth of this report therefore data was only collected to express the general material 
and estimated labor costs of the materials at hand. 
 
The majority of the cost comparison values were obtained through RS Mean 2006 being 
that 2006 was a more accurate estimation of the costs at the time of construction.  Only 
the top 5 stories wall systems and all 7 levels of slabs were considered.  The Straw Bale 
costs were obtained by the beautiful straw supplier at Ishler Farms and Shuey’s Market 
in on Benner Pike in State College, PA which is a approximately 54.5 miles away from 
the building site.  They supply 2 sting bales which are the exact bale to be used in the 
Centre court apartments at either $5 per bale or $175 per ton which is approximately 80 
bales equaling $2.1875 per bale.  The labor values were estimated with the values 
supplied by Modcell a precast straw bale company based in the United Kingdom.  They 
accomplish one 3 meter panel with 2 man days on the panel and 0.5 man days reducing 
the stucco.  Values were compared with those of similar masonry, stucco, and precast 
qualities in RS Means to come up with a reasonable assumption of the values used.  
Only the end values are included in this report, exact assumptions are available upon 
request. 
 
The fly ash contributions were not included into the numbers on the graph bellow.  It was 
assumed that the values would be more accurate and better represented if the correct 
RS Means estimations were used for normal concrete and the cost savings of fly ash 
presented here in the text rather than attempting to incorporate proper multipliers on top 
of the multi dimensional estimations of RS Means. 
 
Separations Technologies branch in Pennsylvania’s estimates on average costs for the 
local area were as follow: 
 

• Cement: $120 per ton “In Bin Cost” as it is delivered to the factory 
• Fly Ash: $55-$60 per ton “in Bin Cost” as it is delivered to the factory 

 
As stated earlier in the report, fly ash is not an admixture but a direct substitute for the 
cement content of the mix therefore the 55% cost saving on 50% of the ash used in the 
mix would result in significant material cost savings.  As also stated earlier in this 
document the curing time is increased significantly from 28 days to 56 day.  Although 
time did not permit a proper schedule to be calculated for the redesigned structure it is 
assumed that these costs would act to balance themselves out to some extent. 
 
Although the apartment complex has already increased its rent to $670/month/resident 
from the original $550 in its first year on the market 3 years ago, it is assumed the 
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massive increase in square footage will indeed still increase revenue at least a little 
more especially with the added increase in indoor environmental quality.  With that, the 
knowledge that the cost increase of $63,000 was not including the added material 
savings of the concrete.  The business case for The Centre Court Apartments redesign 
appears strong, let alone the fact that a large quantity of the building material with be 
supporting local community members less than 5 miles from the site. 
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Conclusion 

 
 
All economic results aside, it is not to be forgotten that the main objective of this thesis is 
to show a route that could be taken in order to assume responsibility as an owner, 
builder, or designer for the environmental impacts of a structure you have a hand in 
creating.  In the environmental crisis that our planet is currently undergoing, we can no 
longer go about any daily activities in our lives and believe that due to comfort in an old 
method or upfront costs that we aren’t contributing to the problem.  With the industry fully 
recognizing the feasibility of building green, although this alternative design may be an 
extreme example, a sustainable building can be a very natural shift in the way we build. 
 
The column grid layout that was applied to this building was not the most optimal design, 
although if the design team had made these material choices from the start the concrete 
frame could have been integrated with much more ease.  That being said the structural 
changes turned out sufficient. 
 
The cost savings and environmental benefits of High Content Fly Ash Concrete turned 
out to be very impressive.  If the size of the building had not been increased by 35,000 sf 
the cost savings of the material alone is believed to have been more self evident.  The 
extended set times would have indeed set back the project schedule had that been a 
significant breadth of this report, although the increased workability of the mix would 
have had some effect on counteracting that effect.  Due to the inability of pretesting 
specific concrete mixes in our local climate, strength additions to the mix were not 
available for calculations.  Though research strongly indicated that a higher grade of 
concrete was a very probable result when using High Content Fly Ash.  It is not to be 
forgotten that the only way to mitigate the environmentally degrading effects of the coal 
industry by sequestering some of it’s by product is if the coal industry is causing harmful 
effects in the first place.  That being said, while we push our culture to turn to renewable 
fuel sources of the future we shall never forget the increasing problems of the present. 
 
Precast straw bale paneling is young, although it is catching on all across the globe.  
The design adjustments that are used to adapt this technology to the cold and wet local 
climate of central Pennsylvania are minor, although extremely important.  High attention 
must be paid and all workers in contact with any form of the construction process must 
be well educated on the do’s and don’ts of straw bale building.  If this is accomplished 
the methods, materials, tools, and skills required on a precast straw bale construction 
site are no different than those found in many areas of the building industry.  The 
benefits in cost of material, thermal qualities, acoustics, aesthetics, and the ability to use 
a material that would otherwise be burned as in many cases around the nation are 
undeniable. 
 
The architectural changes of major parking redesigns and building extensions were 
found to be a result almost entirely brought about by the difficulties of implementing 
sustainable designs when the entire design team is not involved.  In this segments of the 
design team were absent because the building was already built, and the scope of this 
research could only cover so much of the project.  The main problems such as the loss 
of 4 parking spaces and the massive increase in building size was not influence much by 
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the straw bale paneling or the fly ash content.  With the building already exhibiting a 
stucco aesthetic the exterior view of the structure was altered very minimally with the top 
5 floors extending 1.5 ft beyond the bottom two and a thin strip of wood cladding 
wrapping the building where every slab intersects the exterior walls.  The living walls that 
were able to be installed using nothing but the storm drain water supply and metal halide 
lighting that already existed in the garages will do wonders for improving the aesthetics 
and air quality of the most dull, toxic space in the building.  Not to mention the storm 
water retention that will result from them as well. 
 
As a building owner of a high rise in the commercial district of the Borough of State 
College, PA the upfront cost, although not unfavorable, are a mood point to the reaction 
that a structure such as this will bring to your building and business endeavors.  Respect 
is growing higher and higher for the members of the community that are working to 
improve the air quality, working conditions, natural environment and local commerce 
especially in a more left wing college environment such as State College.  This is the 
type of structure that through evidence of the success of ranking systems such as LEED 
and other green building advocates is sure to make its way to State College, PA in a 
strong way.  If the Centre Court Apartments would have been designed using these 
technologies it would have had a personality like no other in the community and surly 
would have benefited respectively. 
 
That being said the Centre Court Apartments are a student housing facility in an area of 
town were the nights are late, the parties loud, and the alcohol in large quantities.  If the 
inhabitants are not properly informed of the effects that can have, good and bad, on 
materials such as straw bale, there is a chance that this could be a terrible combination.  
On the other hand, green buildings offer their occupants the opportunity to experience 
the interconnected nature of their existence in union with the materials they live with 
everyday.  It is the author of this thesis report’s hope that the result of the straw/student 
housing combination would result favorably, attracting a student body with a shared 
interest in living in a healthy progressive environment and one that will care and better 
upkeep the building they inhabit.  Although, that is merely speculation and this is a 
matter that only time would tell. 
 
As the Author of this thesis I would highly recommend the Centre Court Apartments 
implement these technologies with all do precautions to set the bar for all fellow 
community members, building owners, designers, contractors, and most of all structural 
engineers.  
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Appendix A1: Loading 
 

 
Load Combinations 
 
The Load Combinations of Chapter 2 in ASCE 7-05 are listed below.  Each of these load 
combinations were analyzed via the ETABS modeling system in computing the lateral 
reactions listed below. 
 

1. 1.4(D + F)  
2. 1.2(D + F + T) + 1.6(L + H) + 0.5(Lr or S or R)  
3. 1.2D + 1.6(Lr or S or R) + (L or (0.8W)  
4. 1.2D + 1.6W + L +0.5(Lr or S or R)  
5. 1.2D + 1.0E + L + 0.2S  
6. 0.9D + 1.6W + 1.6H  
7. 0.9D + 1.0E + 1.6H  

 
Gravity Loads 
 
Gravity Loads have been calculated in accordance with ASCE 7-05 with the Live Loads 
interpreted from section four.  These loads where used to calculate masses and uniform 
loads applied to the ETABS structural model of the Centre Court Apartment Building of 
with the results are listed below.  Assumptions were made for proper distribution of 
Gravity Loads. 
 
Dead Load    
    

6.5" Slab 81.25 psf 
Concrete 150 pcf 
Partitions 15 psf 
MEP 10 psf 
Misc 5 psf 
Brick 38 psf 
Straw Bale 38.75 psf of floor contact 
Windows 8 psf 
 
    
    
Live Loads    
    
Corridors   100 psf 
Garages  40 psf 
Private Rooms  40 psf 
Public Rooms  100 psf 
Roof   20 psf 
Snow  21 psf 
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Appendix A2: Wind Load Data 
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 Appendix A3: Seismic Load Data 
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Appendix B1: Shear Wall Design Calculations 
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Appendix B2: Transfer Beam Calculation 
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Appendix B3: 2 Way Slab Design Calculations 
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Appendix C1: PCA Slab Output 
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Appendix C2: PCA Column Output 
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Appendix D1: Draft IBC Straw Bale Code 
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